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Hello!

I’m Victoria and I'm so glad you’ve found your way to
my guide. I can’t wait for you to read it!
I'm a wedding photographer because weddings
always make me feel warm and fuzzy and after each
one, I’m left feeling that the world is a good place and
that there are still loads of amazing people in it. Every
wedding is always the best one with the nicest, most
beautiful couple.
Make your trips go smoother and smarter with

My wedding photography
contemporary,
natural
these fun andis
cool
travel gears.
and a true representation of your special day. I love
pictures that are as close to 100% natural as I can get
them - in my eyes, the more natural they are, the
better they are. My aim is to capture raw emotions, not
perfectly placed hands and feet…
Your wedding day is all about you and the people
you’ve chosen to share it with.
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As your photographer, I’m there to document the day
as it really happens and remain in the background as
much as I can, observing and capturing photographs
that freeze and hold your special moments as they
unfold. I believe in choosing the photographer who is
right for you. I have been perfecting my style for years
and I love it - if you love it too then, get in touch!
The purpose of this guide is to remind you of one
thing: every wedding is different.
I bet your already knew that; but, have you been
thinking about it while planning?
It can be so easy to get caught up in trying to impress
others or do things differently from your best friend,
sister, cousin... or even trying to keep everything to a
strict budget.
Remember: it is your wedding!

www.victoriacharlotterose.com
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4 tips to stress
free wedding
budgeting
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1
Write down three must
haves
One will be your venue.
Your venue dictates
everything else.
It doesn’t have to be
expensive but has to
meet your requirements.
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2
Research all your top
suppliers
Insist on seeing a body of
work from anyone you
want to book. Ask for
reviews.
Base your decisions on
your findings, not your
budget. If you can’t afford
them; find someone you
can.
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Stop, count to 3 and
breathe

Risk overspending?
Re-prioritise

It’s easy to become
overwhelmed and say yes
to something to tick
another item off of your
list, but try not to.

Ir’s completely normal to
get half way through your
wedding spend and
realise it’s more than you
wanted to spend. The
only way to rein it back in
is to work out what you
need and what is a luxury.

Be 100% sure of all of your
decisions.

My
Story...
I can be a little unconventional and one of the “rules”
of wedding planning I broke was in the budget. I didn’t
have one.
That’s not to say I had an unlimited spend; I just
decided very early on that it was my wedding day and
I wanted it to be special. Not extravagant but special
and meaningful; a reflection of my life and the person I
was excited to share it with.
So, where did I start?
With the venue. In fact, when we decided on marriage
it wasn’t the typical proposal. We were sat in the
jacuzzi in our favourite hotel (we’d been returning
customers for about 3 years at this point) and decided
that if we were ever to marry, it would have to be in
that venue. A few hours later we were discussing our
wedding with the owner and setting the date.
One of the things which helped our budget was their
exclusive use policy. Since we were booking out the
hotel for the day, we were paying for use of all of the
rooms on a Dinner, Bed and Breakfast rate, which
meant that any guests who paid for a room
contributed to the cost of our wedding.
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I know to some people this will raise alarm bells, but it
was ideal for us. The hotel was far enough away that
most people were choosing to stay and guests from
further afield were able to secure a room. And it solved
any issues with gifts – we accepted none on the basis
that their gift was their attendance, their commitment
to wanting to share our day.
And not only this, it meant that in one booking we had
arranged the venue, dinner, seat covers and bows, a
function suite and a cake!
Next up was the photographer. All I knew is that I
wanted natural photographs. I didn’t want fancy
effects and filters. I didn’t want to play at being a
model for the day. I wanted wedding pictures that
looked like my wedding day and showed the
enjoyment and fun I was sure would be in abundance
(and it was!)
I found a photographer and his website showed lots
and lots of photographs of different weddings in
exactly the style I wanted. I met with him, liked him
and a few weeks later booked. I did research prices
and in terms of price he was at the higher end of the
style I liked; but, I trusted he would deliver (his portfolio
and his person proved that) and felt that he was the
right photographer for me (he was!)

www.victoriacharlotterose.com
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After that I was onto the dress and wow, was that
difficult! The first place I went to was a disaster. My
timing may have been awful – it was the week
between Christmas and New Year where lots of people
are on holiday and those who are working are grouchy
and don’t want to be Anyway, I tried on a few dresses
but they were all in a similar style and all a size 16/18 – I
was a UK 6 at the time – and so it was impossible to
gauge what they actually looked like. Added to that,
they only showed me dresses from the sale rail,
ignoring some of the stunning dresses on the upper
floor and in the window. Needless to say, I left
downhearted and disappointed. It seemed worse
because I didn’t have a budget. I just
wanted my wedding dress – whatever that was to be.
The next stop was far more successful! I tried on what I
thought I wanted, and nothing was “it”. One of the
managers took me for a walk around the shop where I
selected a few I wanted and voila! I found my dress.
With the help of my mum and future mother-in-law, I
was able to put down a deposit and arrange a
payment plan securing the actual dress I’d tried on
(yes, it was in my size and needed very little
alterations!) I know some people would have been put
off by this, but dressmaking is a tricky business and I
felt comfortable knowing that the one I tried on was so
perfect.

www.victoriacharlotterose.com
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And back to budget – it was another thing I
completely splurged on. It was way too pretty and
gorgeous not to have it and it did mean that I had to
save a little bit more than I wanted to... But was it
worth it? Absolutely, more so than some of the things I
spent a lot of time on...
A reminder - ticked off of the list so far: venue,
photographer and dress.
The next important thing for me was my husband to
be. The dress I chose was champagne and against
lighter blues and purples (which is what I had planned
– I had envisaged a bluebell theme...) both the dress
and the supposedly complementary colours looked
cheap. It made it really tricky finding a kilt that he liked
and would match my dress and I couldn’t say too
much without, well, saying too much! Nevertheless, we
found the perfect kilt – navy with cream and tan (it
sounds hideous; it was gorgeous, and I’ve since
photographed two weddings with the groom wearing
the same one!)
Having photographed quite a few weddings now, I can
say with conviction that everything else is simply detail
(except from maybe the marriage license – you need
that!) If anything else is currently stressing you,
breathe and remember that what is most important is
you and your husband or wife to be enjoying your
wedding day. Nothing else matters and by this stage
you have everything you need in hand.
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This is where you can count up your spending and
work out where you are – if you feel you’re
overspending, start looking at ways to reduce the
costs; if you’re way below budget and want to reach a
certain figure, you can overdo the décor!
I was at risk over overspending and despite not having
a budget, I didn’t want to go nuts – I had savings in the
bank and didn’t want to have to take a loan or remortgage for one day, no matter how special.
So, how did I rein things back in?
By being clever and creative. The first hurdle for me
was to find a colour that suited my dress and the kilt,
so off I trotted to a fabric shop and found the perfect
match – a slate blue satin and a pale/pink/purple blue
organza (think of the colour of forget-me-nots). Before
buying I did look online and couldn’t quite find what I
had in my head, so I knew this was the one! This colour
became the bridesmaids skirts, the flowers and the
main décor for the tables during the speeches and
dinner.
And all of it was handmade. I found a skirt design I
liked and adapted it to suit what I wanted, then added
a tartan waistband to match the kilts. I only had two
bridesmaids, so I made these myself (I have very
limited knowledge of dressmaking and I tend to play
until things come together!) but I think they looked
awesome. I paired these with some inexpensive offwhite t-shirts – it was the look I wanted; simple but
pretty and a little bit boho.
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My beaded flowers were way less expensive than
buying real ones but they took hours and hours. I
came across beaded flower bouquets online and
totally fell in love, so I taught myself how to make
them and did. I made a larger bouquet for me and a
smaller one for each bridesmaid. I also made smaller
boutonnières for the groom and groomsmen and then
had a brainwave and decided that I would make a
slightly different style for guests and made more
boutonnières and corsages (which could also be
pinned to bags or used in hair) as my wedding favours
– these were given to guests during check in. I used
the colour as my theme and the flowers were in the
shape of forget-me-nots. There were other styles in the
bouquet: a mixture of the blue, navy, off white, pewter
and silver.
I had planned to make beaded flowers for the table
decorations, but they took so long I realised it would
be impossible. Instead, I bought a mixture of dried
flowers – including a blue toned lavender – rinsed out
old Yankee Candle jars and tied blue ribbon around
them. Then, I bought some Yankee Candle tea lights
(the Sweet Pea ones were the perfect blue) and
recycled the lids of the jars too – they make a perfect
candle holder for the tea lights - and placed these
around the edge of the room. To finish the tables, I
sprinkled dried lavender and lemon verbena oil – it
smelled beautiful!

www.victoriacharlotterose.com
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And then of course, there was hair and make-up. My
hair, I splurged on. I wanted my actual hairdresser and
that came at a cost. For make up, I traded skills and
saved lots. My beautician’s wedding was the first I ever
shot and in exchange, she did my make up for me.
Invitations were similar. A friend designed and printed
our invitations (we decided we didn’t need “Save-theDate” cards) and we covered his room for the night.
The only other thing we needed was a band or DJ. We
opted for a local ceilidh band who did an hour set for
us and a DJ for the rest of the night. Simple and fuss
free! And relatively inexpensive... But then, 4 weeks
before the wedding we decided to add in some
entertainment and hired a casino for an hour – it
turned out to be one of the highlights! And a lastminute splurge resulted in a videographer, something
we didn’t think we wanted but changed our mind
about as soon as the wedding was complete. Now, I
can’t believe we ever questioned whether or not to get
one...
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And the moral of this: it’s your wedding day. If you
have a strict budget, stick to it by focusing your
energies on what you really want. Once you’ve booked
and bought the things that are important, claw back
on the things that aren’t. Everyone is different and
while a venue is the top of one person’s list; having
your name in lights is the top of someone’s else’s. Only
you and your future husband or wife can determine
what is important and since marriage is the first step
to a life of compromise, start with your budget: don’t
scrimp and save on everything, only the things which
you decide – together - don’t matter!

www.victoriacharlotterose.com
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Here are those
tips again!
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1
Write down three must
haves
One will be your venue.
Your venue dictates
everything else.
It doesn’t have to be
expensive but has to
meet your requirements.

3

2
Research all your top
suppliers
Insist on seeing a body of
work from anyone you
want to book. Ask for
reviews.
Base your decisions on
your findings, not your
budget. If you can’t afford
them; find someone you
can.
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Stop, count to 3 and
breathe

Risk overspending?
Re-prioritise

It’s easy to become
overwhelmed and say yes
to something to tick
another item off of your
list, but try not to.

Ir’s completely normal to
get half way through your
wedding spend and
realise it’s more than you
wanted to spend. The
only way to rein it back in
is to work out what you
need and what is a luxury.

Be 100% sure of all of your
decisions.

VICTORIA CHARLOTTE ROSE

Ready for more
great content?
I love sharing useful
information and have a great
wedding magazine, packed
with information about what
to expect from your wedding
photographer.
From initial meeting, right
through to receiving your
photographs, it’s covers
everything you need to know
about wedding photography.

DOWNLOAD HERE
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